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Tunnelling-induced environmental responses including ground movements and deformation of the environmental structures are
the two prominent issues needed to be carefully disposed in urban areas. )is paper tries to develop a theoretical framework to
evaluate and control the environmental deformation to avoid two disasters including ground collapse and structural failure.
According to the mechanical responses of the ground due to tunnelling, the urban ground in China can be roughly divided into
three types including composite multilayered ground, highly water-bearing ground, andmixed rock ground.)e displacements of
ground and environmental structures due to tunnelling in multilayered ground are emphatically discussed in view of its largest
proportion distribution. )e cumulative and mutational characteristics of the displacements are considered, which can be the
main basis for distinguishing the occurrence of two types of disasters. Based on the development of the displacements, the three-
stage evolution model of disaster is established. Combined with the existing displacement and degeneration of the ground and
structures and the safety factor, the displacement control standards can be eventually determined. )e theoretical framework of
in-process control is established which is based on the prediction, measurement, and control standards of the displacements. In
the framework, the prediction model can be modified in time, and the tunnelling parameters can be adjusted synchronously. )e
current research is successfully applied in the Qinghuayuan Tunnel Project.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the urban population, the problem
of land shortage and traffic congestion has become in-
creasingly prominent [1, 2]. Underground transportation
has become the best option to alleviate this problem [3–5].
)e successful construction of underground transportation
depends mainly on the successful construction of tunnels
[6, 7]. Different from ground surface structures, the applied
load of tunnels is hard to be accurately estimated due to the
complexity of the mechanical properties of soils [8], thus
making the mechanical responses of tunnels ambiguous.
Currently, subways are being constructed in all regions of
China, from the north [9] to the south [10] and from the west
[11] to the east [12]. )e soil conditions vary from place to

place, thus resulting in different mechanical responses. In
addition to the ground conditions, the influence of the
tunnel construction method on the mechanical response of
the ground is also prominent [13, 14].

)e construction method of urban tunnels has been
developed from the cut-and-cover method (including bot-
tom-up and top-down sequences) to the mining method.
)e mining method usually includes the shallow tunnelling
method (STM) [15, 16] and the shield method (SM) [17, 18].
Compared with the SM, the STM is more flexible, so it can
adapt to any geological conditions and excavation section
shape. However, the SM has a higher degree of mechani-
zation and automation, is less affected by human factors, and
has a higher construction speed. Besides, due to the de-
velopment of TBM (tunnel boring machine) technology, the
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application range of SM is gradually expanding [19, 20].
)e common point of these two methods is that they both
inevitably cause ground movements [21, 22] and even
ground collapses [23, 24], despite the control measures
being well adopted. )e propagation of ground move-
ments can also induce deformation, even failure of the
existing environmental structures [25, 26]. )erefore, how
to evaluate and control the effect of tunnelling on the built
environment to avoid ground collapse and structural
failure is a crucial topic.

Some scholars have conducted extensive research on the
tunnelling-induced displacements of the ground [27–29]
and environmental structures [30–32]. Others have per-
formed in-depth analysis on the environmental disasters
including ground collapse [33–37] and structural failure
[38–40]. Naturally, if the ground deformation is not con-
trolled, it is very easy to induce ground collapse, and if the
structural deformation is not controlled, it is prone to cause
structural failure. However, few studies have unified the
development of deformation with the evolution of the di-
sasters, so the deformation control standards cannot be
effectively formulated, which is not conducive to disaster
circumvention. In addition, since the development of en-
vironmental deformations and the evolution of disasters
advance with the progress of tunnelling, in-process control is
very important. Relevant scholars have explored this topic
using information interaction [41–43]. It brings all parties
involved in the project together to facilitate information
sharing and communication, and to a certain extent, the
probability of disasters is alleviated. However, this way is
based on management thinking and lacks the research of
control theory which is based on the evolution process of
disasters. )erefore, the control of disasters still has great
uncertainty.

Regarding the issue above, this paper aims to develop a
theoretical framework for disaster control in urban tunnel
construction and apply it in actual engineering. We divide
the soil in China’s urban areas into three typical categories
including composite multilayered ground, highly water-
bearing ground, and mixed rock ground. )e main disaster
characteristic of each typical soil is analyzed, with emphasis
on the study of composite multilayered ground. Firstly,
based on the elastic equivalent theory [44] combined with L
& P formula [45], ground movements can be obtained by the
semianalytical method [46] when tunnelling in multilayered
ground. )e volume loss can be calculated based on the
double-circle model by considering the tunnelling param-
eters at the tunnel periphery [21, 47]. Secondly, the me-
chanical responses of environmental structures due to
tunnelling are analyzed using the two-stage method (TSM).
Based on the development of the displacements, the evo-
lution of two environmental disasters including ground
collapse and structural failure is analyzed. )en, the dis-
placement control standards of ground and environmental
structures are determined so as to guarantee safety during
the tunnelling process. Finally, the theoretical framework of
the in-process feedback control is introduced and applied in
the Qinghuayuan Tunnel Project.)e current study can offer
insights into the prediction and in-process control of

movements of ground and built environment when tun-
nelling in urban areas.

2. Prediction of Ground Movements due to
Urban Tunnel Construction

China has a vast territory, and the geological environment of
different regions has created different types of ground. Each
ground has its own characteristics; therefore, the charac-
teristics of displacement and disaster due to tunnelling of
each ground are also different. Nevertheless, according to the
mechanical responses of the ground due to tunnelling, the
urban ground can be roughly divided into three types in-
cluding composite multilayered ground, highly water-
bearing ground, and mixed rock ground.

2.1. Displacement Characteristics of /ree Typical Types of
Urban Ground in China. Composite multilayered ground
[21] is represented by Beijing, Shenyang, and Chengdu
(Figure 1). )e formation of the ground is mainly deter-
mined by river alluvium and alluvial deposits. For example,
the formation of Beijing ground is mainly affected by the
alluvium of the Yongding River. )e river starts in the
northwest mountainous area, and the larger pebbles cannot
be carried and deposited in place.)en, the river flows to the
southeast, the flow rate gradually slows down, and the
smaller fine sand is gradually deposited. With the gradual
reduction of the river range, the ground composition is
basically fixed. )erefore, the west and north of Beijing are
dominated by pebbles and thick sandy soils, and the south
and east are dominated by silt, clay, and alternate layers of
sand, clay, and pebbles. )e characteristic of this kind of
ground is the unevenness of the soil layer, such as hard
interlayer ground and soft interlayer ground. Soft and hard
interlayers have a great influence on ground displacement.
)e main disasters are ground collapse and the failure of the
environmental structures caused by the excessive ground
movements.

Highly water-bearing ground [12] is represented by
Shanghai, Ningbo, and Tianjin (Figure 1). )e formation of
the ground is mainly affected by the sedimentation of fine
clay soil carried by slow-moving sea water and river water.
)ese cities are basically located in the delta of the sea. For
example, the formation of Shanghai ground is mainly due to
the sedimentation of the Yangtze River into the sea. )e silty
clay and abundant groundwater make this type of ground
have high compressibility, high rheology, and high con-
solidation. )e characteristic of this kind of ground is
abundant of groundwater; therefore, the seepage and con-
solidation have a great influence on ground movements. )e
main disasters are water inrush during the excavation
process and long-term displacements due to consolidation.

Mixed rock ground [48] is represented by Qingdao,
Dalian, and Chongqing (Figure 1). )e formation of the
ground is mainly affected by geological movement and rock
weathering. )ese cities are always located on the mountain.
For example, Qingdao is on the ground which is filled with
soil, medium-coarse sand, and the base rock, and the tunnel
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is always at the interface of soil and rock.)is kind of ground
has uneven soil properties, that is, soft soil at the top and
hard rock at the bottom. )e characteristic of this kind of
ground is the soil-rock interface, and the interface has a great
influence on ground movements. )e main disasters are the
failure of the soil-rock interface and soil slide.

)e above three types of ground are the main types of
urban ground in China. Among them, the proportion of
composite multilayered ground is the largest, and the
possibility of disaster is higher; therefore, this study focuses
on this type of ground.

2.2. Ground Movement Prediction of Composite Multilayered
Ground. Studies have shown that the settlement trough is
much wider and shallower when tunnelling in clayey soils
than that in sandy soils [46]. )e difference is mainly caused
by the deformation stiffness between different soil types on a
macroscale [49]. )e composite multilayered ground
comprises several soil layers. )e mechanical properties of
each soil are different from others; therefore, the contri-
bution of each soil layer to ground movements is different.

For composite multilayered ground with different me-
chanical properties, it is difficult to use traditional analytical
methods to calculate ground movements. However, in view
of the advantages of analytical methods, they can be used in
case the multilayered soil system is transformed into the
single soil layer system. A semianalytical method [46]

(Figure 2) which can be used to calculate ground vertical
displacements and transverse horizontal displacements has
been proposed by combining the elastic equivalent theory
[44] with the L & P formula [45].

In Figure 2, the left is the original multilayered soil
system, and the right is the transformed single soil layer
system. )e transformation process is illustrated by Cao
et al. [46]. )e two soil systems are both plane strain models
perpendicular to the tunnelling direction. )e original co-
ordinate system is the yOz system, y is horizontally to the
right, and z is vertically downward. )e transformed co-
ordinate system is the y′O′z′ system, y′ is horizontally to the
right, and z′ is vertically downward. )e soil system com-
prises n layers, the tunnel crown is located at layer n1, and the
tunnel invert is located at layer n2; therefore, the tunnel cross
section covers (n2 − n1 + 1) layers. i is the number of soil
layers, and i is from 1 to n.Hi is the thickness of the ith layer in
the original multilayered soil system. )e displacements at
tunnel opening are based on the double-circle [47] model with
a distance of GAP at the tunnel crown. )e GAP parameter is
determined by the tunnelling operation parameters. )is will
be introduced in the following section. zΩ is the boundary of
excavation, and zω is the boundary of excavation after de-
formation at tunnel opening. zΩ′ is the boundary of excavation
by transformation, and zω′ is the boundary of excavation after
deformation at tunnel opening by transformation. Hie is the
thickness of the ith layer in the transformed single soil layer
system. ζ and η are arbitrary coordinate parameters within the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1:)ree typical types of urban ground in China. (a) Composite multilayered ground, (b) highly water-bearing ground, and (c) mixed
rock ground.
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area which is enclosed by zΩ′ and zω′.)e direction of ζ and η
are in accordance with y′ and z′, respectively.

According to the above regulations, the horizontal and
vertical displacements of ground caused by tunnel tunnel-
ling can be calculated by using the integral method in the
following equation:

SyTotal(y, z) � B
Ω′−ω′

Sy(ζ, η)dζdη

SzTotal(y, z) � B
Ω′−ω′

Sz(ζ, η)dζdη

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

, (1)

where SyTotal(y, z) is the horizontal displacement caused by the
tunnel excavation at the point (y, z), SzTotal(y, z) is the vertical
displacement caused by the tunnel excavation at the point
(y, z),Ω′ is the enclosed area by zΩ′,ω′ is the enclosed area by
zω′, dζdη is the unit area centered at the point (ζ, η) in the area
enclosed by zΩ′ and zω′ as the boundary, and Sy(ζ, η) and
Sz(ζ, η) are the horizontal and vertical displacements at the
point (y, z) caused by the excavation of unit area with the
point (ζ, η) as the center. Sy(ζ, η) and Sz(ζ, η) contain GAP
parameter (see [21] for specific expressions).

2.3. Effect of Tunnelling Parameters on Ground Movements.
It can be seen from equation (1) that the ground dis-
placements depend on the mechanical properties of each
layer of soil on the one hand, and on the other hand, they
mainly depend on the tunnelling parameters. For STM, the
tunnelling parameters mainly include construction timing
and stiffness of the shotcrete support and secondary lining.
For SM, the tunnelling parameters include face pressure,
grouting pressure, grouting volume, and attitude control
parameters of TBM, among which face pressure and
grouting volume may have an important influence on
ground displacement. Whether it is STM or SM, the in-
fluence of tunnelling parameters on ground displacement is
mainly reflected in the ground displacements at tunnel
opening.)e above-mentioned GAP parameter is often used

to characterize this effect. )e GAP parameter is defined as
the maximum vertical displacement at tunnel crown [47],
which is composed of 6 parts and can be expressed by the
following equation [21]:

GAP � u
∗
3D + GPhysical + GTapering + GYawing

+ GPitching − GGrouting,
(2)

where GAP, u∗3D, GPhysical, GTapering, GYawing, GPitching,

andGGrouting are the GAP parameter, the elastic-plastic
vertical displacement at tunnel crown due to unbalanced
force at tunnel face, gap needed to install lining, gap due to
shield tapering, gap due to shield yawing, gap due to shield
pitching, and gap due to shield grouting, respectively. In
order to calculate each component, it is expressed in the
form of equivalent diameter, as shown in Figure 3. )e
expressions are shown in the following equation:

u
∗
3D � D2 − D1

�
R P0 − Ps( 

2Eu

f
P0/k(  − Ps

cu

 

GPhysical � D1 − D0

GTapering � D3 − D2 � 2R − D1

GYawing + GPitching � D5 − D3

� min 0.6GPhysical,
ups

3
 

GGrouting � D4 − D0

�

�������������
4VGrouting

πl
+ D

2
0



− D0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (3)
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Figure 2: Transformation of the boundary of excavation zΩ and the boundary after convergence zω from the multilayered soil system into
the single layer soil system [46].
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)e meaning and calculation method of each parameter
in equation (3) are illustrated in detail in [46]. )rough the
above analysis, combined with equations (1)–(3), the rela-
tionship between tunnelling parameters and ground dis-
placement can be established.

3. Evolution of Environmental Disasters and
Determination of Control Standards

Ground displacement at the tunnel opening occurs and
then spreads to the environmental structures through the
soil medium. )e structures will deform even when the
damage is caused by the interaction between soil and
structures. When excessive ground displacement is pro-
duced, ground collapse will occur. Ground displacement is
a key index to describe the evolution of the two disasters
including ground collapse and structural failure. According
to the displacement development stage of the soil and
structures, corresponding displacement control standards
can be established.

3.1. Evolution of the Ground Collapse. As the displacements
at tunnel opening (GAP parameter) increase, the displace-
ment within the ground increases subsequently. When the
displacement increases to a certain extent, ground surface
starts to generate cracks. With the further development of
ground displacement, the fracture will propagate downward
from the ground surface until a connected slip surface is
formed (see the actual collapse boundary in Figure 4).
According to the idea of Peck’s theory [50], the horizontal
strain εzy can be obtained by obtaining the partial derivative
of the vertical displacement SzTotal(y, z) in equation (1), as
shown in the following equation:

εzy �
zSzTotal(y, z)

zy
. (4)

When y � iz, then εzy � 0, where iz is the settlement
trough width, z is the depth below ground surface, and y is
the position of the inflection point. Within the inflection
point of the settlement trough, the soil is subjected to
compressive stress, which is the compression zone; outside
the inflection point, the soil is subjected to tensile stress,
which is the tension zone (Figure 4). )erefore, with the
development of soil displacement, cracks are most likely to
appear at the inflection point. )e line of the inflection point
at different soil depths is the potential slip surface (see the
modeled collapse boundary in Figure 4).

Ground settlements undergo three typical stages with the
increase of the GAP parameter, namely, the continuous
deformation stage, the crack generation stage, and the
collapse stage (Figure 5), which are as follows:

(1) During the continuous deformation stage, the
structure mainly undergoes elastic deformation, and
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Figure 3: Schematic of equivalent diameter based on GAP parameter [46].
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Figure 4: Schematic of ground collapse into tunnel opening.
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the ground maximum settlements basically increase
linearly with the increase of the GAP parameter

(2) During the crack generation stage, the soil begins to
deform discontinuously, and cracks occur, and the
ground settlements show a nonlinear increasing
trend as the GAP parameter continues to increase

(3) During the collapse stage, the slight increase of the
GAP parameter leads to a significant increase in
ground settlements, and due to the penetration of the
cracks, the appearance of the slip surface marks the
formation of the ground collapse disaster

3.2. Evolution of the Structural Failure. Ground deformation
caused by tunnelling propagates to the environmental
structures; then, the structures start to deform subsequently.
When the structural internal force exceeds the strength of
the structures, the structure will be damaged [25]. Existing
structures include ground surface structures such as road
and building (Figure 6), underground structures such as
subway and pipeline (Figure 7), and pile foundation
(Figure 8).

)ese environmental structures can be divided into three
types from their load characteristics. )e road structure and
the building structure belong to the first type (Figure 6). )e
characteristic is that the structure is not all placed in the soil,
showing the load characteristics of both ground surface
structures and underground structures. )e second type is
the subway structure and pipeline (Figure 7), which is
characterized by all the structures that are within the soil and
are placed horizontally. )e characteristic of these structures
is that they are mainly subjected to vertical soil loads, and the
distribution of soil loads is generally continuous. )e third
type is the pile including single pile and pile group (Fig-
ure 8), which is also characterized by all being placed in the
soil. Different from the second type, the soil load on this type
of structure is mainly horizontal. Since the structure spans
different soil layers from top to bottom, the soil load on the
structure is often discontinuous.

Regardless of the type of structures, a simplified method
which is called the two-stage method (TSM) can be used to

predict and evaluate the deformation of the structures.
Because the TSM mentioned in the current paper is mainly
based on the elastic beam which is the object in the

GAP
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(3)

(1) Continuous deformation stage
(2) Crack generating stage
(3) Collapse stage
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Figure 5: Ground displacements against GAP parameter (evolution of ground collapse).
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mechanics of materials. When applying this method, the
dimension of the structure under consideration in its ex-
tension direction should be much larger than that in the
other two directions, such as piles, existing lines, and
pavements. If this condition is not met, the error of the
solution will be very large. In this case, the theory of
elasticity must be used to solve the problem. )e steps of
TSM are as follows: (1) the ground displacements are
calculated without considering the existence of the struc-
tures; (2) the structures are simplified to an elastic beam
model placed on the soil foundation model; (3) the ground
displacements are applied to the beam model, and (4) fi-
nally, the deformation and internal force of the structures
are obtained. Beammodels usually include Euler–Bernoulli
beam and Timoshenko beam, and foundation models
usually include the Winkler model, Pasternak model, and
Kerr model (Figure 9).

Among them, the governing differential equation of the
Euler–Bernoulli beam model on the Pasternak foundation
model, which is widely used, can be expressed by the fol-
lowing equation [30]:

EI
d4w
dψ4 − GD

d2w
dψ2 + kDw � pD, (5)

where E is the elastic modulus of the structure; I is the
moment of inertia of the structure; D is the equivalent
thickness perpendicular to the extension direction of the
structure; G is the stiffness of the shear layer per unit
thickness of the foundation; k is the stiffness of the spring; p

is the additional load applied on the structure; w is the
displacements of the structure perpendicular to the exten-
sion direction; and ψ is the coordinate along the extension
direction of the structure (any direction of x, y, andz).
Among them, k, G, and p can be expressed as

k �
0.65
D

EsD
4

EI
 

1
12 Es

1 − μ2s
,

G �
Est

6 1 + μs( 
,

p � kS − G
d2S
dψ2,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where Es and μs are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio
of the soil; t is the thickness of the shear layer; and S is the
greenfield displacements of the soil perpendicular to the
extension direction of the structure, which can be calculated
by equation (1).

In view of the nonlinearity of the differential equation
(5), it is usually solved by the differential method. )e
displacements of the structure perpendicular to the ex-
tension direction at different positions can be calculated,
and the bending moment and stress of the structure can
be further determined, as shown in the following
equation:

M � EI
d2w
dψ2

σ �
Mϕ
I

σmax ≤ [σ]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (7)

where M is the bending moment of the structure; σ is the
bending stress of the structure; σmax is the maximum
bending stress of the structure; [σ] is the strength of the
structure; and ϕ is the distance of the boundary from the
neutral axis (vertical to the coordinate direction ψ).

When the maximum stress reaches the strength of the
structure, the structure starts to be destroyed. )e devel-
opment process of structural deformation is in accordance
with the incubation process of structural failure, which is
similar to the ground collapse (Figure 5). )e process can be
also divided into three stages including the continuous
deformation stage, the failure development stage, and the
total failure stage (Figure 10), which are as follows:

(1) During the continuous deformation stage, the
structure is mainly elastic deformation, and the
deformation of the structure basically increases
linearly with the increase of the GAP parameter.

(2) During the failure development stage, the maximum
bending stress of the structure reaches the material
strength, and local failure begins to occur. )erefore,
the deformation of the structure shows a nonlinear
increasing trend as the GAP parameter continues to
increase.

(3) During the total failure stage, the stresses at the most
vulnerable interface of the structure all reach the
material strength, the structure is completely
destroyed, and the disaster is officially formed.

Overall, both disasters including ground collapse and
structural failure are characterized by ground deformation,
and the development of ground displacement is equivalent
to the evolution of the disasters. )erefore, grasping the
development of ground displacement and formulating
corresponding control standards are key issues to ensure
safety during tunnelling.

3.3. Determination of the Displacement Control Standards.
According to the above research, when the displacement of
the ground and the structure begins to enter the second
stage, cracks begin to occur, and the structure begins to
undergo local damage. )erefore, it should be ensured that
the displacement is within the first stage during tunnelling.
Naturally, the changing point (SzTotal1 in Figure 5 and w1 in
Figure 10) between the first stage and the second stage is the
preliminary displacement control standard. However, in
actual engineering, there are certain existing displacements
in the ground (LG) and the structure (LS) before the tunnel
excavation. At the same time, the ground usually has defects,
and the existing structure is also degraded and damaged due
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to the increase in service life. )erefore, it is necessary to
consider the above two factors (existing displacement and
degraded) on the basis of the preliminary displacement
control standards (SzTotal1 and w1). Furthermore, consid-
ering the safety, the safety factors (ωG and ωS) should be
introduced to reduce the displacement control standards to a
certain extent. By considering the above factors, the dis-
placement control standards that can be adopted in the
tunnelling process are finally obtained, as shown in the
following equation:

LG  �
χG SzTotal1 − LG( 

ωG

,

LS  �
χS w1 − LS( 

ωS

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

where LG is the existing displacements of the ground; LS is the
existing displacements of the environmental structure; χG is the
reduction coefficient of the ground considering the defects
within the ground (0< χG ≤ 1); χS is the reduction coefficient of
the structure considering the damage and deterioration
characteristics of the structure due to the increase in service life
(0< χS ≤ 1);ωG is the safety factor of the ground (ωG ≥ 1); ωS is
the safety factor of the structures (ωS ≥ 1); [LG] is the final
displacement control standard of the ground; and [LS] is the
final displacement control standard of structures.

4. Framework of Displacement Control during
Tunnelling Process

)e fundamental purpose of the displacement prediction
and the formulation of displacement control standards for

the built environment is the controllable safety of the
tunnelling process. In view of the complexity of the soil
conditions and the uncertainty of the tunnelling, the pre-
diction of displacement and the selection of tunnelling
parameters must be adjusted and updated during the con-
struction process. In-time monitoring of the displacements
of the ground and existing structures during the tunnelling
provides a direct way to capture the safety status of the
ground and structures. It is also a crucial way to correct the
prediction method and adjust the tunnelling parameters
based on the feedback analysis [43]. During the tunnelling
process, the in-process control theory links the monitoring
data with the prediction method and directly feeds back the
tunnelling parameters.

4.1. /eoretical Framework of In-Process Control. Before
tunnelling, preliminary tunnelling parameters can be
specified based on geological conditions and dimensions
of the bored tunnel. During the tunnelling process, the
tunnelling parameters can be modified. Firstly, the
prediction method is modified according to the moni-
toring data step by step. )en, based on the modified
prediction method, the tunnelling parameters can be
modified provided that the newly produced displacement
of ground and structures meets the displacement control
standard.

Taking shield construction as an example, it contains m
tunnelling parameters (face pressure, grouting pressure, etc.)
and n ring bored distance. Matrix P is the tunnelling pa-
rameter matrix, which is a matrix with n rows and m
columns:

P �

p11 p21 · · · pj1 · · · pm1

p12 p22 · · · pj2 · · · pm2

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

p1i p2i · · · pji · · · pmi

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

p1n p2n · · · pjn · · · pmn

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (9)

where pji is the value of j th tunnelling parameter in i th
tunnelling step (1≤ j≤m, 1≤ i≤ n). )e displacements of
ground or structure after i th tunnelling step Fi can be
calculated based on equations (1)–(3) and (5)-(6). )ese
equations are the predictionmodel and can be written asfi()
for the convenience of expression shown in the following
equation:

EI

k

EI

c

G
k

EI

k

G

Kerr ModelWinkler Model Pasternak Model

Figure 9: )ree typical foundations in structure-soil interaction analysis. (a) Winkler model, (b) Pasternak model, and (c) Kerr model.
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Figure 10: Displacements of environmental structures against
GAP parameter (evolution of structural failure).
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Fi � fi Pi( . (10)

In fact, because of the unpredictability of the ground
conditions and the uncertainty of the parameters in the
prediction model fi(), it also needs to be updated in time to
ensure the accuracy of the displacement prediction. )ese
updates can be accomplished by the matrix X, which in-
cludes l ground mechanical parameters and other coeffi-
cients in the prediction model fi().)ematrixX is shown in
the following equation:

X �

x11 x21 · · · xj1 · · · xl1

x12 x22 · · · xj2 · · · xl2

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

x1i x2i · · · xji · · · xli

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

x1n x2n · · · xjn · · · xln

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (11)

where xji is the value of j th coefficient in i th prediction
model fi() (1≤ j≤ l , 1≤ i≤ n ). Based on the back analysis,
the value of each element in the matrix X can be calculated
given that the monitoring data are obtained. )e objective
function is Φ(Xi) and shown in the following equation:

Φ Xi(  �
Fi − Fi− 1(  − Si − Si− 1( 

Si − Si−1( 
 

2

, (12)

where Si is the measured displacements of ground or en-
vironmental structures after i th tunnelling step. Based on
the least square method, the coefficients of the prediction
model fi() can be calculated using the following equation:

minΦ Xi( . (13)

After Xi is obtained, the predictionmodelfi() is updated
to fi+1(), which will be used to calculate the tunnelling
parameters of the (i + 1) th step given that the following
equation holds

Fi+1 + 
i

j�1
Sj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠≤ 
i+1

j�1
[L], (14)

where [L] is the displacement control standard, and it is [LG]

for the ground and [LS] for the structure; Fi+1 is the dis-
placements of ground or environmental structures after
(i + 1) th tunnelling step, Fi+1 � fi+1(Pi+1). Based on
equation (14), the (i + 1) th tunnelling parameters Pi+1 can
be recommended and updated.

4.2. Overview of the Qinghuayuan Tunnel Project.
Qinghuayuan Tunnel is a part of the Beijing–Zhangjiakou
High-Speed Railway, which is excavated using an SPB TBM
with the cutterhead diameter of 12.64m. )e external and
internal diameters of the tunnel are 12.2m and 11.1m,
respectively. Other specific information can be found in [21].
)e tunnel passes the running tunnel of Beijing Subway Line
10 below with a clearance of about 6.5m; besides, there is an
existing Zhichun Road directly above the running tunnel.

)e transverse and longitudinal profiles of the layout are
shown in Figure 11.

)e ground is mainly composed of backfill, silt, silty clay
I, gravel, silty clay II, and silty sand from the surface to the
deep of the ground (Figure 11).)emechanical properties of
each soil are illustrated in Table 1. )e upper section of the
Qinghuayuan Tunnel is located in gravel, and a small part of
the lower section is located in silty clay and silt sand. Drilling
revealed that the buried depth of the water level of the
aquifer is between 1.38m and 5.09m below the ground
surface. )e aquifer is mainly located in silt and silt sand,
which mainly receives atmospheric precipitation recharge,
followed by pipeline leakage recharge.

As the newly built tunnel passes through the existing
twin tunnel with a close clearance, ground displacement
caused by the tunnel tunnelling will inevitably affect the
existing tunnels, which will result in the suspension of the
subway and even the destruction of the subway structure. In
order to ensure the safety of the structure, two vertical shafts
were constructed on the north and south sides of the existing
tunnel (Figure 11). )e construction staff and equipment
were lowered to the top of the new tunnel through the shaft,
and the soil between the tunnels was reinforced by grouting
with multilayered small pipes. )e developed stiff grouting
structure can protect the two tunnels from destruction. In
order to obtain the safety status of the existing tunnel,
settlement measured points are arranged at the center of the
tunnel invert (Figure 11).

4.3. Application of the In-Process Control. According to the
geological conditions, the preliminary tunnelling parameters
were selected for tunnelling. )en, the settlement control
standard of the subway structure was determined to be
3.00mm considering the safety. Because the settlements of
the structure gradually increase with the tunnelling process,
the accumulated settlements may increase sharply at a
certain tunnelling stage. If the settlements of the structure
are controlled only by the total control standard, accidents
occur easily. )erefore, the total control standard should be
decomposed into each tunnelling stage, and the control
standard of each stage should be established. During con-
struction, it is necessary to ensure that after a certain stage of
tunnelling, the cumulative settlements of the structure are
less than the control standard of the current stage.)is is the
most important feature of the in-process control.

In the current project, the tunnelling process is divided
into four main stages including (1) TBM approaching, (2)
TBM passing, (3) grouting and void closure, and (4) con-
solidation and ovalization (Figure 12).

)e control standards after stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and
stage 4 are 0.5mm, 2.00mm, 2.75mm, and 3.00mm, re-
spectively. )e measured results of the monitoring point
installed at the tunnel invert (blue point in Figure 11) and
four-time settlement prediction are shown in Figure 12. )e
predictions are modified based on the in-process mea-
surements, which are all within the control standards of each
stage (noted that, before these four predictions, there was
another prediction that did not consider protecting
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measures). )e modification of the prediction model and
corresponding parameters improves the accuracy of set-
tlement prediction so as to the adjustment of the tunnelling
parameters. )e in-process tunnelling parameters including
trust, advance rate, torque, rotation rate, grouting pressure,
and grouting volume are shown in Figure 13. )e

adjustment of these parameters is based on the feedback of
the measured data. Before the shield reaches the existing
subway structure, the structure heaves slightly according to
the feedback of the monitoring data, in order to prevent
uneven heave of the structure due to excessive tunnelling
parameters, which are adjusted to be at a low level.
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Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of soils.

Soil type Specific weight (kN/m3) Elastic modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Cohesion (KPa) Internal friction (°)
Backfill 16.60 8.20 0.34 4.90 24.50
Silt 19.90 10.10 0.31 24.30 25.20
Silty clay I 19.80 26.50 0.28 33.57 18.10
Gravel 18.90 44.60 0.22 0 39.80
Silty clay II 20.10 27.00 0.30 33.80 18.40
Silt sand 20.40 27.30 0.27 0.10 33.50
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5. Conclusions

)e environmental responses induced by tunnelling
including ground movements and deformation of the
environmental structures are the prominent issues
needed to be carefully disposed during tunnel con-
struction in urban areas. )is paper tries to develop a
theoretical framework to evaluate and control these
environmental displacements to avoid two disasters in-
cluding ground collapse and structural failure, and the
framework is successfully applied in the Qinghuayuan
Tunnel Project. Meanwhile, some major conclusions are
drawn as follows:

(1) According to the mechanical responses of the
ground due to tunnelling, the urban ground in China
can be roughly divided into three types including
composite multilayered ground, highly water-bear-
ing ground, and mixed rock ground. )e main di-
sasters of composite multilayered ground are the
ground collapse and the failure of the environmental
structures due to excessive ground displacements.
)e main disasters of the highly water-bearing
ground are the water inrush during the excavation
process and the long-term displacements due to
consolidation. )e main disasters of the mixed rock
ground are the failure of the soil-rock interface and
soil slide.

(2) )e displacements of ground and existing structures
due to tunnelling in the multilayered ground are
emphatically discussed in view of its largest pro-
portion distribution. )e cumulative and mutational
characteristics of the displacement are considered,
which can be the main basis for distinguishing the
occurrence of two types of disasters including
ground collapse and structural failure; thus, the
three-stage evolution model of disaster can be
established based on the development of the dis-
placements. Based on the influence of tunnelling
parameters on ground displacements, the quantita-
tive relationship between tunnelling parameters and
the evolution of disasters can be further determined.

(3) Based on the evolution of the disasters, combined
with the existing displacement and degeneration of
ground and environmental structures and the safety
factor, the displacement control standards can be
eventually determined. )e total control standards
should be decomposed into each tunnelling stage
avoiding a sharp increase in accumulated settle-
ments. )e theoretical framework of in-process
control is proposed which is based on the prediction,
measurement, and control standards of the dis-
placements.)e predictionmodel can be modified in
time, and the tunnelling parameters can be adjusted
synchronously. )e in-process control framework is
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Figure 13: Adjustment of tunnelling parameters during the construction process.
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successfully applied in the Qinghuayuan Tunnel
Project.
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